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As artificial intelligence (AI) applications see wider deployment, it becomes increasingly important to study the social and societal
implications of AI adoption. Therefore, we ask: are AI research and the fields that study social and societal trends keeping pace with
each other? Here, we use the Microsoft Academic Graph to study the bibliometric evolution of AI research and its related fields from
1950 to today. Although early AI researchers exhibited strong referencing behaviour towards philosophy, geography and art, modern
AI research references mathematics and computer science most strongly. Conversely, other fields, including the social sciences, do
not reference AI research in proportion to its growing paper production. Our evidence suggests that the growing preference of AI
researchers to publish in topic-specific conferences over academic journals and the increasing presence of industry research pose a
challenge to external researchers, as such research is particularly absent from references made by social scientists.

T

oday’s artificial intelligence (AI) has implications for the
future of work1, the stock market2,3, medicine4,5, transportation6,7, the future of warfare8 and the governance of society9–11.
On one hand, AI adoption has the positive potential to reduce
human error and human bias12. As examples, AI systems have balanced judges towards more equitable bail decisions13, AI systems
can assess the safety of neighbourhoods from images14 and AI systems can improve hiring decisions for board directors while reducing gender bias15. On the other hand, recent examples suggest that
AI technologies can be deployed without understanding the social
biases they possess or the social questions they raise. Consider the
recent reports of racial bias in facial recognition software16,17, the
ethical dilemmas of autonomous vehicles6 and income inequality
from computer-driven automation18–20.
These examples highlight the diversity of today’s AI technology
and the breadth of its application; an observation leading some to
characterize AI as a general-purpose technology1,21. As AI becomes
increasingly widespread, researchers and policymakers must
balance the positive and negative implications of AI adoption.
Therefore, we ask: how tightly connected are the social sciences and
cutting-edge machine intelligence research?
Here, we employ the Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) to
explore the research connections between AI research and other academic fields through citation patterns. The MAG data offer coverage
for both conference proceedings, where AI papers are often published, and academic journals, where other fields prefer to publish.
Although early AI research was inspired by the several other fields,
including some social sciences, modern AI research is increasingly
focused on engineering applications—perhaps due to the increasingly central role of the technology industry. Furthermore, the most
central research institutions within the AI research community are
increasingly based in industry rather than academia.

Modern AI research

The effort to create human-like intelligence has dramatically
advanced in recent decades thanks to improvements in algorithms

and computers. However, engineering the entirety of human intelligence has proved difficult. Instead, progress has come from engineering specific human capabilities. While we often use the term AI
today in reference to machine learning, the meaning of AI has fluctuated in the past 60 years to variably emphasize vision, language,
speech and pattern recognition.
To study the nature of AI research, we use the MAG to identify relevant computer science (CS) subfields from the citations
of academic publications from 1950 to 2018. The MAG uses
natural language processing (NLP), including keyword analysis,
to identify the academic field of each publication according to a
hierarchy of academic fields. These data have been particularly
useful for studying bibliometric trends in CS22–25. Our analysis
relies strongly on the MAG’s field of study classifications and,
thus, our analysis is potentially limited in its accounting of more
specific research areas within CS and within AI-related fields.
These data enable us to study the paper production and referencing behaviour of different academic fields. For example, CS
has risen to the fourth most productive academic field according to annual paper production (see Supplementary Fig. 1) with
AI being the most prominent subfield of CS in recent decades26
(see also Fig. 1d).
To identify the CS subfields that are most relevant to AI research,
we construct a citation network using all CS papers published within
each decade from 1950 to 2018. We consider CS subfields to represent AI research if they are strongly associated with AI, which is
itself a CS subfield, throughout a significant proportion of the time
period under analysis. Examples include computer vision, machine
learning and pattern recognition. Interestingly, NLP, which is colloquially thought of as a specific problem area in AI27, is strongly
associated with AI research before the mid 1980s, after which NLP
becomes more strongly associated with information retrieval and
data mining for text-based data (Fig. 1a–c,e). In the remainder, we
use papers published in AI, computer vision, machine learning,
pattern recognition and NLP to approximate AI research from the
1950s to today.
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Fig. 1 | Citation patterns among CS subfields identify areas of AI-related research. a–c, We examine the rate of citations between CS subfields based
on journal and conference publications from three different decades: the 1960s (a), the 1980s (b) and the 2010s through 2017 (c). For each network, the
nodes (circles) correspond to CS subfields according to the MAG data, and the node size corresponds to the number of papers published in each subfield
(note, the same paper may belong to multiple subfields). The width of the links connecting the nodes corresponds to the number of references made
between papers published in those subfields. After constructing the complete network, we apply topological clustering45 and report the number of citations
made between these clusters using weighted arrows. Networks with labels for each subfield are provided in Supplementary Section 2. d, Annual paper
production by CS subfield. Subfields related to AI are coloured, as well as data science (black) because of its notable decline in relative paper production.
e, The annual number of references from papers in each CS subfield to papers in the AI subfield, and vice versa (that is, (subfield → AI) + (subfield ← AI)).

The paper production of CS subfields has varied over the past
half-century. For example, data science has gradually diminished in
relative paper production and theoretical CS has been replaced by
increased focus on real-time and distributed computing. However,
AI-related research areas have experienced steadily growing paper
production since 1950 and account for the largest share of paper
production in CS today (Fig. 1d).

Shaping the study of intelligent machines

Just as early myths and parables emphasized the social and ethical questions around human-created intelligence28–30, today’s intelligent machines provide their own interesting social questions. For
example, how responsible are the creators, the manufacturers and
the users for the outcomes of an AI system? How should regulators handle distributed agency11,31? How will AI technologies reduce
instances of human bias? As AI systems become more widespread1,21,
it becomes increasingly important to consider these social, ethical
80

and societal dynamics to completely understand the impact of AI
systems9–11,32,33. However, the developers of new AI systems are often
separate from the scientists who study social questions. Therefore,
we might hope to see increasing research interest between these
fields of study and AI.
To investigate, we study the association between various academic fields and AI research through the referencing relationship
of papers published in each academic field. External fields reference
AI research for a number of reasons. Some fields, such as engineering or medicine, reference AI research because they use AI methods
for optimization or data analysis. Other fields, such as philosophy,
reference AI research because they explore its consequences for
society (for example, moral and/or ethical consequences). Similarly,
AI researchers reference other fields, such as mathematics or psychology, because AI research incorporates methods and models
from these areas. AI researchers may also cite other fields because
they use them as application domains to benchmark AI techniques.
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Fig. 2 | The referencing strength between AI and other sciences is declining. a, The share of references made by AI papers in each year to papers
published in other academic fields. b, The reference strength (see equation (2)) from AI papers to papers published in other academic fields. c, The share
of references made by each academic field to AI papers in each year. d, The reference strength from each other academic field to AI papers in each year.
All lines are smoothed using a five-year moving average. In b,d, dashed lines indicate academic fields exhibiting lower reference strength than would be
expected under random referencing behaviour in 2017.

In Fig. 2a,c, we examine the share of references made from
AI papers to other fields, and from papers published in other
fields to AI. The reference share from academic field A to field B
according to
share year(A, B) =

# refs from A papers to B papers in year
# refs made by A papers in year

(1)

controls for the total paper production of the referencing field over
time, and has been used in other bibliometric studies34. However,
temporal changes in reference share may be explained by paper
production in the referenced field; therefore, we consider another
measure that also controls for the total paper production in the referenced field as well (Fig. 2b,d). We calculate the reference strength
from field A to field B according to

strength year(A, B) =
=

(

(

# refs from A papers to B papers in year
# refs made by A papers in year

)

no. of B papers published from 1950 to year
no. of papers published from 1950 to year

(reference share from A to B in year)
(B′s share of all papers from 1950 to year)

)

(2)

A reference strength of strengthyear(A, B) > 1 indicates that the rate
of referencing from field A to field B is greater than would be
expected by random referencing behaviour given the number of
published papers in field B. Both reference share and reference
strength capture the aggregate referencing behaviour between fields
of study, but these calculations may obfuscate other dynamics from
sub-communities within larger academic fields.

Before 1980, AI research made relatively frequent reference
to psychology in addition to CS and mathematics (Fig. 2a).
Controlling for the paper production of the referenced fields,
we find that early AI’s reference strengths towards philosophy, geography and art were comparable to the field’s strength
of association with mathematics (Fig. 2b) suggesting that early
AI research was shaped by a diverse set of fields. However,
AI research transitioned to strongly relying on mathematics
and CS soon after 1987, which suggests an increasing focus on
computational research.
How important is AI research to other academic fields?
Unsurprisingly, CS, which includes all of the AI-related subfields
in our analysis, steadily increased its share of references made
to AI papers throughout the entire period of analysis (Fig. 2c).
Surprisingly, mathematics experienced a notable increase in reference share to AI only after 1980. Meanwhile, several fields that are
not often cited in today’s AI research played an important role in
the field’s development, but may not have reciprocated this interest. For example, psychology was relatively important to early AI
research, but psychology did not reciprocate as strong of an interest at any point from 1990 onwards (that is, strength(psychology,
AI) < 1 in recent years). Instead, philosophy, art, engineering
and geography have increased their share of references to AI
papers up to 1995. On aggregate, when we control for AI paper
production over time, we observe decreasing reference strength
towards AI from all external academic fields. This suggests that
other fields have difficulty keeping track of increasing AI paper
production in recent decades (see Supplementary Fig. 3). This
result may in part be explained by the increased complexity of
AI-related research that is not relevant to the study of other
scientific disciplines.
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Fig. 3 | AI research is increasingly dominated by only a few research institutions and AI-specific conferences. a, The diversity of the annual distribution
of all AI papers (black), AI authors (red) and all citations to AI papers (green) across research institutions according to the Gini coefficient. Example
distributions of AI paper production and AI citation share are provided in Supplementary Section 3. b, To see whether preferential attachment explains
citation dynamics, we include only AI papers with at least one citation and estimate the linear relationship between each research institution’s cumulative
citation count from 1950 to the institution’s citation count in each year (see equation (3)). The model’s slope estimation steadily rises throughout the
period of analysis to around 0.70 as the model increasingly captures variance in the citation accumulation of institutions according to Pearson correlation
(inset). The error bars are 95% confidence intervals for our estimate of the linear model’s slope in each year (m in equation (3)). c, The PageRank of each
publication venue for AI papers using the number of references from AI papers published in each venue to papers published in each other venue. The
lines of notable publication venues are highlighted with colour. Dashed lines indicate venues whose PageRank has declined during the period of analysis.
In all plots, lines are smoothed using a five-year moving average. More recent citation results may change as recent publications continue to accumulate
citations. LNCS, Lecture Notes in Computer Science; ICLP, International Conference on Logic Programming; ISNN, International Symposium on Neural
Networks; ICCV, International Conference on Computer Vision; ECCV, European Conference on Computer Vision; ICML, International Conference
on Machine Learning; CVPR, Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition; IJCAI, International Joint Conference on AI; KR, Principles of
Knowledge Representation and Reasoning.

The consolidation of AI research

How do leading research institutions shape AI research? On one
hand, the prestige of an academic university can boost the scientific impact of CS publications35. On the other hand, although
scientific research is often undertaken at universities, major AI
advances have emerged from industry research centres as well.
For example, the AI start-up DeepMind received recent attention
for their AlphaGo project36 and Google has been acknowledged
as a leader in the development of autonomous vehicles37–39. With
increased industrial and regulatory involvement, recent work suggests that areas of AI, including deep learning21, are undergoing a
consolidation of research and deployment worldwide. While CS
on the whole has become increasingly diverse40, what can be said
about AI research?
If the AI research community is experiencing a consolidation
of influence, then what types of citation dynamics might indicate
such a phenomenon? We investigate by examining the distribution
of AI paper production and the distribution of citations made to AI
papers by research institution (see Supplementary Section 3 for visualization of the distributions by decade). Since 1980, the diversity of
AI paper production, authorship and citations to AI papers across
institutions have decreased by 30% according to the Gini coefficient
applied to annual distributions (Fig. 3a). Repeating this analysis for
other academic fields, we find that this decreasing diversity is not
simply a reflection of aggregate academic trends since most other
82

fields of study actually exhibit increasing diversity over time according to these metrics (see Supplementary Section 5).
This decrease in scientific diversity suggests that notable research
‘hubs’ may be forming (similar to the industry use of deep learning21).
This type of hierarchical structure can occur when referencing
between institutions is well modelled by preferential attachment41.
If preferential referencing explains the citation dynamics within
AI research, then the proportion of citations gained by a research
institution in each year will be proportional to the institution’s total
accumulation of citations. Figure 3b reports estimates of the slope
m for the model
log 10(# of citations) = m × log 10(cumulative # of citations) + b (3)

as well as 99% confidence intervals for those slope estimates using
linear regression. Both the annual slope estimates and the performance of this model (see inset) rise steadily throughout the period
of analysis. Combined, this evidence suggests that preferential referencing may be occurring among AI research institutions.
How have AI publication practices changed over time to
enable preferential referencing? To investigate, we calculate the
PageRank42 of each AI publication venue—including both academic journals and conferences—from the references of the AI
papers published by each venue in each year (Fig. 3c). Publications
venues with larger PageRank are more central to AI research. In the
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Fig. 4 | Industry is increasingly central to AI research, but industry-authored AI papers are referenced less often by other academic fields. a, The
PageRank of each research institution using the number of references from AI papers published by each institution to papers published by each other
research institution. The lines of notable research institutions are coloured for visualization. Dashed lines indicate academic institutions while solid lines
indicate industry. b, The share of the top 10% most cited AI papers published in each year with academic-only, industry-only and mixed authorship.
c, Similarly to b, we examine the referencing behaviour of engineering towards AI papers according to the authorship of the AI papers. Analogous plots
for each other academic field are provided in Supplementary Section 4. d, Generalizing on c, the IPS calculated from each academic field’s referencing
behaviour towards AI papers (see equation (4)). The solid (dashed) lines indicate fields that reference AI papers with industry-only authorship more
(less) than would be expected according to random referencing behaviour. In all plots, lines are smoothed using a five-year moving average.

late 1980s, several specific conferences, including the Conference
on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, the Conference
on Neural Information Processing Systems and the International
Conference on Machine Learning, rise in prominence, while more
general AI conferences, including the National Conference on
Artificial Intelligence and the International Joint Conference on
Artificial Intelligence, decline in prominence for AI researchers.
Meanwhile, very few academic journals maintain high citation
PageRank with the exception of the IEEE Transactions on Pattern
Analysis and Machine Intelligence, which remains one of the most
central publication venues for AI research.
If preferential referencing is producing research hubs, then which
research institutions enjoy a privileged role in the AI research community? To investigate, we calculate the citation PageRank of each
institution from the references of the AI papers published by each
institution in each year (Fig. 4a). Before 1990, the most prominent
research institutions were academic, including the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Stanford University and Carnegie Mellon
University, and included only a few industry-based research
institutions, such as Bell Labs and IBM. However, the late 1980s
again marks a transition point that reshaped the field. While universities dominate scientific progress across all academic fields43,
industry-based organizations, including Google and Microsoft,
are increasingly central to modern AI research, and the PageRank
scores of academic institutions are on the decline. Chinese
research institutions at today’s forefront of AI research are notably
absent from Fig. 4a because their rise in prominence is recent in
the 65-year time span of our analysis. However, the increasing
prominence of Chinese research institutions, as well as other nonUS-based institutions, is apparent when focusing on recent years
(see Supplementary Section 8).

While academia has remained the largest source of AI papers
throughout the entire period of analysis, the increased presence of
industry can be seen from the authorship of AI papers over time
(Fig. 4b). Out of the 10% of AI papers with the most citations after
10 years, the relative number of papers with industry-only authorship is on the decline. Meanwhile, collaborations between academia
and industry are becoming more abundant.
How are other fields of study responding to the increased presence of industry in AI research? As an example, references from
engineering showed preference for AI papers with industry-only
authorship until the late 1980s, which is contrary to the aggregate
trend (Fig. 4c; and see Supplementary Section 3 for similar plots for
all academic fields). Similar to reference strength, temporal changes
in a field’s preference for AI papers with industry authorship (that is,
at least one author has an industry affiliation) may result from
the abundance of industry-based AI paper production over time.
Therefore, we examine each field’s industry preference score, which
is given for field A by
IPS year(A) =

(ref. share of A to industry AI papers)
(industry share of AI papers from 1950 to year)

(4)

Here, an AI paper has industry authorship if at least one co-author
has an affiliation with an industry-based institution. Fields with
IPS(A) > 1 exhibit stronger preference for industry AI papers than
would be expected under random referencing behaviour towards
AI papers. Academic fields that may be interested in the application of AI technology, such as materials science, engineering,
chemistry and physics, tend to have greater preference for industry
AI papers. However, many of the social sciences and fields that
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study social and societal dynamics, such as sociology, economics,
philosophy and political science, tend to have lower preference for
industry AI papers.

social and societal benefits and consequences of today’s AI technology as well as identifying the mechanisms that limit communication
between research domains.

Discussion

Received: 6 September 2018; Accepted: 15 January 2019;
Published online: 11 February 2019

Humanity’s long-standing quest28 for AI is rapidly advancing in
areas such as vision, speech and pattern recognition. However, as we
deploy AI systems, their complete impact includes their social, ethical and societal implications in addition to capabilities and productivity gains. Understanding these implications requires an ongoing
dialogue between the researchers who develop new AI technology and the researchers who study social and societal dynamics.
Therefore, it is concerning to find a gap between AI research and
the research conducted in other fields (Fig. 2).
AI paper production has increased quickly and steadily throughout the past half-century (Fig. 1), which suggests that the remarkable and seemingly sudden progress in AI is rooted in decades of
research. Although AI research found as much early inspiration
in psychology as CS and mathematics, it has since transitioned
towards computational research. Conversely, several other academic fields are dedicating relatively more references to AI research.
For example, engineering and mathematics research cite AI papers
with increasing relative abundance throughout the period of analysis—making more frequent references to AI papers than would be
expected under random referencing behaviour (Fig. 2c,d). However,
the decreasing reference strength towards AI papers that we observe
on aggregate suggests that most researchers are unable to keep up
with the explosion of AI paper production (Fig. 2d). These findings may help explain why recent AI technologies have only recently
revealed important (and largely unintentional) social consequences,
such as racial bias in facial recognition software16,17, the ethical
dilemmas that have arisen from autonomous vehicles6 and income
inequality in the age of AI18–20. If current trends persist, then it may
become increasingly difficult for researchers in any academic fields
to keep track of cutting-edge AI technology.
The bibliometric gap between AI and other sciences grew with
the advent of AI-specific conferences and the increased prominence
of industry within AI research. In general, CS conferences can bolster the importance of publications44 and enable major players to
disproportionately influence the entire area of research40. Although
CS is becoming more diverse on the whole40, the scientific impact
of AI research institutions is becoming less diverse (Fig. 3a). In
particular, Microsoft and Google have taken away the central role
from universities according to citation PageRank (Fig. 4a), perhaps
through preferential referencing of publications within AI (Fig. 3b).
This transition towards industry is challenging for studying
the social and societal dynamics of AI technologies. Social science
research is less likely to reference AI publications with authors who
have industry-based affiliations. Combined with AI’s decreasing
reference strength towards social sciences, these observations suggest that this gap between research areas will continue to grow. The
fields that study social bias, ethical concerns and regulatory challenges may be ignorant of new AI technology—especially when
deployed in industry. While our interpretation of these results is
speculative, we believe that our observations may highlight an
important dynamic within the AI research community that merits
further investigation.

Conclusion

The gap between social science and AI research means that researchers and policymakers may be ignorant of the social, ethical and societal implications of new AI systems. While this gap is concerning
from a regulatory viewpoint, it also represents an opportunity for
researchers. The academic fields that typically inform policymakers
on social issues have the opportunity to fill this gap. While our study
is a step towards this goal, further work may explicitly quantify the
84
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Figure 1: Annual paper produce by top-level field of study. In the legend, fields of study are ordered according
to their share of overall paper production in the final year of analysis.
The Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) data assigns fields of study (FOS) to each publication in the dataset.
FOS are selected from a hierarchical taxonomy of fields, including biology, mathematics, and, in particular,
computer science as FOS at the top of the hierarchy. Figure 1 demonstrates the share of annual paper production
assigned to each top-level FOS from 1900 to 2018. Computer science has risen to the fourth most productive
FOS in the last few decades beginning around 1950.
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Figure 2: Annual paper production by subfield of Computer Science.
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Figure 3: Annual artificial intelligence paper production.

1.1

Computer Science Subfields

Each FOS is divided into subfields. We are particularly interested in the subfields of Computer Science. Figure 2
demonstrates the annual paper production by Computer Science subfield.

2

Computer Science Subfield Citation Networks by Decade

Today, the phrases machine intelligence and artificial intelligence (AI) are most commonly used in reference for
machine learning, but this was not always the case. Over the past 60 years, AI has been closely related to various
Computer Science subfields, including Computer Vision, Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing , and
Pattern Recognition.
To see this, we construct citation networks from the papers published in each Computer Science subfield
(see Figures 4-10). In these networks, nodes are CS subfields and node size corresponds to paper production
in that subfield (note: one paper may belong to multiple subfields). The connections between subfields have
width proportional to the number of references made between papers in a pair of fields. After constructing this
raw citation network, we apply community detecting (according to [1]) to identify clusters of Computer Science
subfields based on how these fields reference each other. In the citation networks, we use color to identify these
clusters and encode the number of references between clusters in the width of the arrows.
The strength of association between AI and Computer Vision, Natural Language Processing (NLP), Machine
2

Learning, and Pattern Recognition change dynamically over time. In fact, we can see the number of references
between AI papers and NLP papers slowly diminish over the past several decades until NLP is actually contained
in a separate community of Computer Science subfields. We also observe interesting dynamics around the
subfield of Theoretical Computer Science and the emergence of the World Wide Web. Based on this analysis,
we use papers in the following Computer Science subfields as a proxy for publications on AI-related fields of
study: Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing, Computer Vision, and Pattern
Recognition.
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Figure 4: Citation network for Computer Science (CS) subfields constructed from papers published in the 1950’s.
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Figure 5: Citation network for Computer Science (CS) subfields constructed from papers published in the 1960’s.
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Figure 6: Citation network for Computer Science (CS) subfields constructed from papers published in the 1970’s.
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Figure 7: Citation network for Computer Science (CS) subfields constructed from papers published in the 1980’s.
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Figure 8: Citation network for Computer Science (CS) subfields constructed from papers published in the 1990’s.
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Figure 9: Citation network for Computer Science (CS) subfields constructed from papers published in the 2000’s.
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Figure 10: Citation network for Computer Science (CS) subfields constructed from papers published in the
2010’s.
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Figure 11: For each decade, we plot the distribution of (A) artificial intelligence paper production across each
research institution producing at least one AI paper, and (B) the distribution of citations to AI research after
10 years across research institutions producing at least one AI publication. All curves are approximated using
a Gaussian kernel density estimator.
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Figure 12: The academic field’s referencing behavior Figure 13: The academic field’s referencing behavior
towards artificial intelligence papers according to the towards artificial intelligence papers according to the
papers’ authorship.
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Figure 14: The academic field’s referencing behavior Figure 17: The academic field’s referencing behavior
towards artificial intelligence papers according to the towards artificial intelligence papers according to the
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Figure 15: The academic field’s referencing behavior Figure 18: The academic field’s referencing behavior
towards artificial intelligence papers according to the towards artificial intelligence papers according to the
papers’ authorship.
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Figure 16: The academic field’s referencing behavior Figure 19: The academic field’s referencing behavior
towards artificial intelligence papers according to the towards artificial intelligence papers according to the
papers’ authorship.
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Figure 20: The academic field’s referencing behavior Figure 23: The academic field’s referencing behavior
towards artificial intelligence papers according to the towards artificial intelligence papers according to the
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Figure 21: The academic field’s referencing behavior Figure 24: The academic field’s referencing behavior
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Figure 22: The academic field’s referencing behavior Figure 25: The academic field’s referencing behavior
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Figure 30: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according10
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 31: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.

Figure 33: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 32: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 34: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 35: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 37: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 36: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 38: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 39: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 41: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 40: The diversity of the annual distribution of
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papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 42: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 43: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.

Figure 45: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 44: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 46: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.
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Figure 47: The diversity of the annual distribution of
all papers (black), authors (red), and all citations to
papers (green) across research institutions according
to the Gini coefficient.

Authorship by Field of Study Over Time
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Figure 48: For each Microsoft Academic Graph field of study, along with AI-related research as identified in
the main text, we provide the average number of authors per paper published in each field in each year. The
bump in AI research in the late 1950’s is the result of a few publications with many co-authors combined with
a reduced sample size in comparison to later years.
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Figure 49: In each year, we plot the average number of unique authors with at least one AI-related publication
in that year across research institutions with at least one AI publication in that year. The grey area represents
the 95% confidence interval for each year.

The Recent Rise of Chinese Institutions in AI Research
Citation Network PageRank Rank
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Figure 50: Ranking the prominence of AI research institutions in recent years. Similar to Figure 4a in the main
text, we calculate the PageRank of AI research institutions from the references made to AI papers published
by other AI research institutions. Here, we rank-order the AI research institutions in each year since 2000
and highlight the institutions exhibiting the greatest increase in rank. In addition to Google’s dramatic rise in
PageRank rank, several academic institutions from around the world, but most notably in China, are rising in
prominence within the AI research community. Gray lines represent AI research institutions that have fallen or
remained constant in the AI prominence ranking in recent years.
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